Dr. Michael Mulvehill (from left), Dr. Suzanne Coulever, Dental Assistant Vicki Boyd and RDA Kayla Noriega drove down from Arcadia, Calif., to attend the CDA meeting in Anaheim, Calif., for just one day.

Terry Aldredge of Henry Schein Dental and Lynda Stallworth, RDH, of Los Angeles stopped for a chat on the exhibit hall floor.

Anthony ‘Rick’ Cardoza, DDS, and Joyce Galligan, RN, DDS, pause for a candid photo during the midday break for their lecture on ‘Emergency Preparedness: The Role of Dental Professionals.’
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The men in blue (that would be the U.S. Navy’s blue) are (from left): John Safar of Las Vegas, Stephen Chartier of Las Vegas and Patrick Parson of Alexandria, Va.

Bryant Irawan is still a student, but aspires to be a dentist like his father and attended the meeting with him (OK, I confess, it was the iPad that caught my attention!).
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